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!
Bottom View of UnencaDsulated Amorphous Silicon Module Showing
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CellType "A" Non-Illuminated140°C StressTest
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! Cell Type "B" Non-Illuminated 140°C Stress Test
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Cell Type "C" Non-Illuminated 140°C Stress "rest
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Cell Type "C" Illuminated Control Module
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I-V Characteristics initially and After 80 and 1 60 Hours for
Two Type "C" Cells Subjected to 1 40°C
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MODULE AND RELIABILITYTECHIqOLOG,Y
I-V Characteristicsfor Two Type "C" Cells as a Functionof
Hours at 140oc Under Illumination and While Shorted
(0 IndicatesMeasurement Taken Following 2.5 Hours 100°C Anneal)
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I-V Characteristics for Two Type "C" Cells as a Function of Hours at
' 140°C Under Illumination and While Open Circuited
,: (D Indicates Measurement Taken Following 2.5 Hours 100°C Anneal) 8
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Tandem Cells: Non-IlluminatedStress "
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Conclusions
!
• MEASUREMENTSYSTEM FOR ACCELERATED TESTING OF o-St
CELLS WITH 1Z REPEATABILITY DEMONSTRATED 4
• WELL MADE NODULES SHOW INITIAL Voc (Pm) IMPROVEMENT
UNDER ELEVATED TEMFERATURESTRESS
(CAN BE DRAMATIC FOR LOW Voc CELLS)
• SINGLE JUNCTION CELLS SHOW IRREVERSIBLE DEGRADATION
UNDER ELEVATED TEHPERATURE STRESS IN THE DARK i
T TIME Pm LOSS
140 C 50 hours 10 Z 7
140 C 150 hour= 50 Z
30 C 3 yecm 50 Z (Co - 0.5 eV)
• SINGLE JUNCTION CELLS SHOWTHE SANE LONG TERN
IRREVERSIBLE DEGRADATION WHENSTRESSED IN LIGHT
AS IN THE DARK. BUT WITH REVERSIBLE
LIGHT INDUCED CHANGESSUPERIMPOSED
• LIGHT INDUCED EFFECTS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
AFFECT CELL CHARACTERISTICS DIFFERENTLY THAN _AT ROOMTEMPERATURE
• MACROSCOPICPHYSICAL OBSERVATION APPEARS TO CONFIRM
THAT IRREVERSIBLE DEGRADATION AT ELEVATED !TEMPERATURES IS 1HE RESULT OF A SOLID STATE
REACTION BETWEENALUMINUM AND o-St FILMS
!
JUNCTION CELLS SHOWLITTLE DEGRADATION UNDER i
DT
TANDEM
ELEVATED TEMPERATURESTRESS IN THE DARK '_
T TIME Pm LOSS
180 C IOOO hour= <I Z
30 C >30 yeor= 50 Z (Co = 0.5 eV)
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